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RULE 35 ST A TElVIENT 

to alcoholic 

alcoholic 

and wholesalers to retailers. These 

restrictions include a ban on payments in return for 

restriction that this Court upheld against First Amendment challenge 

in Actmedia, Inc. v. Stroh, 830 F .2d 957 (9th Cir. 1986). The panel 

decision in this case holds that Actrnedia is no longer controlling law 

because it has been superseded by the Supreme Court's intervening 

decision in Sorrell v. IA1S Health Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011 ). The 

panel opinion conflicts with precedent of the Supreme Court, this 

Court and other Circuits, and raises two issues of nationwide 

importance. 

application of the longstanding intermediate-

Hudson Electric v. Public 

5 (1980), to the California at 

Indeed, s 

on IS on 
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to intended to of 

heightened 

application of the same Hudson that 

applied. pp. 11-20, infi·a. 

Second, the panel opinion limits the State's permissible 

justifications for any commercial speech regulation to strictly those 

rationales that were in the minds of legislators when the statute was 

originally passed. That rule conflicts with Supreme Court precedents, 

with this Court's precedents, and with other Circuits' precedents, each 

of which permit commercial speech regulations to be justified by 

factors which became apparent after passage of the law at issue. See 

pp. 7-11, infra. 

BACKGROUND 

1. of Prohibition, California, 

as 

to horizontal 

ensure 
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and to a 

as to (and 

dependent on upstream suppliers. Thus, subject to 

certain exceptions, upstream suppliers generally may not "[f]urnish, give, 

or lend any money or other thing of value, directly or indirectly" to retail 

establishments. Id. §§ 25500(a)(2), 25502(a)(2). Manufacturers and 

wholesalers also may not deliver goods to retailers on consignment, id. 

§ 25503(a); may not give secret rebates or make secret concessions to 

retailers or their employees, id. § 25 503( c ); and may not discriminate in 

the prices charged to different retailers in the same geographic area, id. 

§ 25503(e). 

To further ensure retailers' economic independence, and to prevent 

evasion of the other prohibitions, section 25503 provides that 

and wholesalers not: 
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. Bus. & Prof. Code § 

This Court upheld the constitutionality of§ 

First Amendment challenge in Inc. v. Stroh, 830 F.2d 957 

(9th Cir. 1986). Actmedia held that the provision survived under the 

Central Hudson test, because it was "'as narrowly drawn as possible 

to effectuate"' the purpose of '"prevent[ing] illegal payments from 

being channeled by alcoholic-beverage manufacturers and wholesalers 

to retailers"' in ways that would "'conceal illegal payoffs and 

violations of the tied-house laws."' Slip op. 8 ( quoting Actmedia, 830 

F.2d at 967). 

2. Plaintiff-Appellant Retail Digital Network (RON) is a 

company which installs video advertising displays in retail stores. 

Slip op. 9. Its business model includes taking advertising from 

to on the display, and 

RON 

a 

4 
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to uphold 

to a or content-based commercial ban. 

Slip op. 9. 

The district court granted the State's summary judgment 

motion. The court concluded that Section 25503 is content based, in 

that it disfavors advertisements bv alcohol manufacturers. ER 6. But ., 

the court found Sorrell inapplicable, because Sorrell's heightened 

scrutiny applies only to "complete speech bans founded on 

paternalistic motivations, [whereas] the parties agree Section 25503 is 

not a complete ban." Id. at 10. As a result, the court concluded, 

"Sorrell not 'clearly irreconcilable' with the ... reasoning in 

" Id. 
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3. The opm1on issue reverses that decision and 

for holding that 

by "'heightened judicial scrutiny'" 

all or content-based commercial Slip 

op. 16. As a result, the panel opinion maintains, '"clearly 

irreconcilable"' with Sorrell and is no longer binding. Id. at 21. 

On remand, the opinion instructs, "[h]eightened judicial 

scrutiny may be applied using the familiar framework of the four

factor Central Hudson test." Slip op. 16. The opinion states that the 

application of that test may be, in some respects, more stringent than 

previously thought. See, e.g., id. at 17 ("With respect to the fourth 

Central Hudson factor, the government bears a heavier burden of 

showing that the challenged law 'is drawn to achieve [the 

government's substantial] interest."' (alteration in original)). 

Particularly pertinent to this petition is a portion of the opinion 

district court to 

asserted 

m or 

6 

the consistency between (a) the 

during litigation in 

(b) 

as 

or 
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"[p Jost a 

on 

'' 

ARGU1\1ENT 

I. THE OPINION PLACES UNWARRANTED RESTRICTIONS ON 

THE EVIDENCE AND ARGUMENTS AVAILABLE TO THE 

PARTIES ON REMAND 

Appellee first requests rehearing so that the Court may reconsider 

particular language which, if left uncorrected, will prevent the building 

of a full record and will therefore hinder courts at all levels in their 

evaluation of the legal issues in this case. 

In explaining the method to be applied on remand, the Court's 

opinion states that a "heightened scrutiny" inquiry 

first permits a district court to the consistency 
between (a) the specific interests asserted by the 
government during litigation in addressing Central 
Hudson 's second and (b) the legislative 

that the court actually animated a 
explicit in the 

on a 
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now as an 

a 

now serve." 

I 
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on 

an for 

other the to serve. 

The rule allowing on has 

continuing force, as evidenced by lower-court cases. 

Channel Outdoor, Inc. v. City o/New York, 594 F.3d 94, 103 

n.10 (2d Cir. 2010) ("[A] governmental entity 'need not rely on the 

justifications offered ... when the [regulation] was enacted, since any 

insufficiency in the original motivation does not diminish other 

interests that the restriction may now serve.' Thus, to the extent that 

Plaintiffs assert that the City's proffered justifications for the Zoning 

Resolution were not raised at the time of its enactment, such 

complaints do not further their position in this litigation." ( citation 

omitted)).2 Indeed, this Court has a published decision 

which the panel opinion likewise does not discuss or 

the pennissibility of restrictions under 
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l 

l 

n.l 

on 

on 
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the Court 

not intended to limit 

the or not demonstrably 

at the time enactment. Alternatively, the Court may to 

proceed immediately to rehear the case en bane. 

II. EN BANC CONSIDERATION Is APPROPRIATE To RESOLVE 

THE DECISION'S CONFLICT WITH SUPREME COURT AND 

NINTH CIRCUIT PRECEDENT 

There is a further need for en bane review because the panel 

decision overrules this Court's Actmedia precedent without adequate 

cause. As the panel opinion acknowledges, see slip op. 6-9, this Court 

held in Actmedia that California's tied-house restriction against 

manufacturers' and wholesalers' subsidizing of retailer advertising was 

a permissible regulation of commercial speech under the Central 

Hudson test. Under ordinary principles of stare there thus was 

no to the district court's 

upholding same should been 

A 

decision m 

eITors. It 

11 
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nor 

as 

a 

the 

applied. In these respects, the opinion drastically the 

review of commercial speech 

As discussed above, en bane rehearing on these questions could 

be postponed until a further record is built in the district court after 

amendment of the panel opinion. But if the Court does not wish to 

await the building of that record, then en bane rehearing now is 

appropriate, in light of the significant, and erroneous, changes that the 

panel opinion creates in this Circuit's law concerning economic 

regulations that incidentally burden speech. 

1. Sorrell considered a Vermont statute which barred certain 

in the or use of 

131 

saw as a"' 

12 
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to 

judicial at 

1. 

-64 
' 

the 

speaker-based restrictions to "'regulat[ e] ... 

speech of disagreement with the it rn id. at 

2664 ( emphasis added). Heightened scrutiny is needed in such cases 

because "'[t]he First Amendment directs us to be especially skeptical 

of regulations that seek to keep people in the dark for what the 

government perceives to be their own good."' Id. at 2671. 

But California's tied-house regulations-including the 

regulations at issue here-are not motivated by disagreement with the 

content of alcohol advertising. Instead, the Legislature's motivation 

was the economic concern of preserving retailer independence. 

Kendall-Jackson Winery, Ltd. v. Superior Court, 76 Cal. App. 4th 

970, 981 ( 1999). "The Legislature that small retailers 

were to 

remove 

s influence over could result 

s 

13 
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all the 

over v. 

, 5 Cal. 3d & 

n.8 (1971)); see slip op. 8 (section 25503(h) part of "tied-

house" prohibitions designed "'to prevent illegal payments from being 

channeled by alcoholic-beverage manufacturers and wholesalers to 

retailers"' ( quoting Actmedia, 830 F.2d at 967)). Section 25503 's 

prohibitions relating to payments for advertising thus implement the 

economic goals of the overall statute. 

In keeping with this goal, California's law, unlike the statute in 

Sorrell, does not regulate according to content. Manufacturers and 

wholesalers not only are ban-ed from paying for advertising that 

promotes their brand, or which promote alcoholic beverages in 

general. They cannot pay for advertising at all, even for products that 

no relation to alcohol. Thus, under section 25503, a beer 

a on-

or 

s promotion of 

a store's 

14 
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The 

as an by 

the retailer by other 

that law prohibits, such as providing goods or 

rebates, see§ 25503(b ), ( c ), or furnishing or lending any other "thing 

of value," id. §§ 25500(a)(2), 25502(a)(2). 

In a related error, the panel incorrectly treated California's ban 

on payment in return for speech as equivalent, under Sorrell, to a ban 

on speech itself. The statute which received heightened scrutiny in 

Sorrell was not aimed at payment or subsidization; it effectively 

banned all dissemination or use of specified content by particular 

speakers and recipients. See Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2660 (Vermont 

statute, which ·'prohibit[ s] [ covered entities] from allowing prescriber

identi fying information to be used for marketing," "in effect bars 

the information for purposes" 

was 

were 

man manner." 

15 
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justified 

us 

the dark for the to 

''' at 1. 

s rationale for scrutiny does not apply to 

because California's law does not have the goal or effect of 

"'keep[ing] people in the dark"' on the question of liquor. Id. 

Manufacturers and wholesalers advertise freely-including on 

television, radio, and the internet, in newspapers and magazines, on 

billboards and in person, and at sporting and entertainment events. 

They may even advertise at retail stores, so long as the arrangement 

does not confer on the retailer a "thing of value" that would undercut 

the statutory goal of retailer economic independence. 

All that is barred is payment and subsidy to market-

coparticipants whom the State requires to remain economically 

independent. Indeed, the statute bars such payments of any kind, 

or to or 

directly or of on-

16 
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In to the 

Professional 

for are a form of and information. It would 

radical for Sorrell to have sub changed the to require 

heightened scrutiny of rules barring payment in exchange for such 

referrals. Cf People v. Guiamelon, 205 Cal. App. 4th 383, 398, 415 

(2012) ( upholding state statute prohibiting medical providers from 

making payments in return for referrals); 42 U.S.C. § 1320a-7b(b) 

( federal prohibition on receiving or paying "any remuneration ... 

directly or indirectly" in return for referring an individual for services 

payable under a federal health care program, or in exchange for 

"recommending" that the person purchase an item which will involve 

payment under such a program); Cal. Rules of Professional Conduct 

1-320(8) & 2-200(8) (restricting payments for referrals). 

traditionally been 

an en 

17 
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a on which 

[ed] and political 

F.3d 11 . Such receives more 

under the Amendment commercial speech 

If found no reason to apply to a paid-

advertising prohibition affecting those topics, then a fortiori the 

regulation of payments made in return for liquor adve1iisements does 

not require such scrutiny.3 

2. Even if heightened scrutiny did apply under Sorrell, that 

would not require a different result than when the same statute was 

upheld by this Court in Actmedia under the longstanding Central 

Hudson test. As a result, Actmedia is not clearly irreconcilable with 

The panel opinion quotes Sorrell as stating that "'the 
distinction between laws burdening and laws banning speech is but a 
matter of degree and ... the Government's content-based burdens 
must the same rigorous scrutiny as its content-based bans."' 
Slip op. 22. But this statement from Sorrell cannot be read as 
meaning that every law which incidentally burdens speech through the 

18 
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en 

was 

opm10n as dividing 

into two that are 

not content- or speaker-based, which continue to be evaluated under 

the preexisting intermediate scrutiny standard, and those that are 

content- or speaker-based and thus require scrutiny under a higher 

standard. See slip op. 16. But Sorrell itself is not clear as to whether 

"heightened scrutiny" is a higher standard than the traditional 

commercial-speech test. 

Sorrell's first mention of the term "heightened judicial scrutiny" 

implies that that standard applies to all speech "protected by the Free 

Speech Clause of the First Amendment." 131 S. Ct. 2659 

("Speech in aid of pharmaceutical marketing, however, is a form of 

protected by the Free Speech Clause of the 

a s be 

19 
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or 

protection behind 

than 

even in the of viewpoint discrimination. 

And if that all that was meant by ''heightened scrutiny," Sorrell 

did not intend to establish a new, higher standard for some commercial 

speech-meaning that the traditional Central Hudson approach 

remains valid. e.g., 1-800-411-Pain Referral Serv., LLC v. Otto, 

744 F.3d 1045, 1055 (8th Cir. 2014) ("The upshot [of Sorrell] is that 

when a court determines commercial speech restrictions are content- or 

speaker-based, it should then assess their constitutionality under 

Central Hudson."). Actmedia thus should have been recognized as 

controlling, unless and until an overruling by the en bane Court. 

20 
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2 

SUMMARY** 

Civil Rights 

panel reversed the court's 
judgment in favor of the Director of the California 
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control, and remanded in 
an action in which plaintiff challenged, on First Amendment 
grounds, California Business and Professions Code Section 
25503(f)-(h), which forbids manufacturers and wholesalers 
of alcoholic beverages from giving an,1hing of value to 
retailers for advertising their alcoholic products. 

The panel first held that plaintiff Retail Digital Network, 
a middleman involved in the advertising industry, had 
standing to challenge section 25503. The panel held that the 
Supreme Court's opinion in Sorrell v. IMS Health, Inc., I 31 
S. Ct 2653 (2011 ), requires heightened judicial scrutiny of 
content-based restrictions on non-misleading commercial 
speech regarding lawful products, rather than the intermediate 
scrutiny previously applied to section 25503 by the Ninth 
Circuit in Actmedia, Inc. v. Stroh, 830 F.2d 957 (9th Cir. 
1986). The panel held that Actrnedia was clearly 
i1Teconcilable with the Supreme Court's intervening decision 
in Sorrell. The panel therefore the district 
summary judgment, which had found to 
controlling, and remanded on an open record for the district 
court to apply judicial scrutiny the 
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COUNSEL 

Taillieu 
Finn, Beverly Hills, 

Appellant 

Kamala D. Harris, Attorney General, Alicia M. B. Fowler, 
Senior Assistant Attorney General, Jerald Mosley, 
Supervising Deputy Attorney General, and Gabrielle H. 
Brumbach (argued), Deputy Attorney General, Los Angeles, 
California, for Defendant-Appellee. 

OPINION 

CALLAHAN, Circuit Judge: 

California Business and Professions Code Section 
25503(£)-(h) forbids manufacturers and wholesalers of 
alcoholic beverages from giving anything of value to retailers 
for advertising their alcoholic products. Thus, for example, 
a liquor store owner in California can hang a Captain Morgan 
Rum in his window, but the Captain can't pay 
him, directly or through an for doing so. Twenty-nine 

binding in 

Inc. v. Stroh, 830 F.2d 957 (9th Cir. 
law to consistent with the First 

Plain ti ff-Appellant 
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4 

on 
products, rather than the intermediate scrutiny applied 

We therefore reverse the 
judgment in favor of Defendant

Appellee Appelsmith, Director of the California 
Department of Alcoholic Beverage Control (the State), and 
remand on an open record for the district court to apply 
heightened judicial scrutiny in the first instance. 

I. 

A. California Business & Professions Code Section 25503 

Section 25503 is part of a scheme of"tied-house" statutes 
passed by the California legislature in the wake of 
Prohibition. 

The name "tied-house" derives from a perceived evil that 
the scheme was designed to defeat: the return of saloons and 
other retail alcoholic beverage outlets controlled by alcoholic 
beverage manufacturers and wholesalers that had been 
prevalent during the early 1900s. See Actmedia, 830 at 

1; Cal. Beer vVholesalers Ass 'n v. Alcoholic Beverage 
Control Appeals Bd., 5 Cal. 3d 402, 407 (1971 ). 
Manufacturers and "tied" retailers to them by 

loans, reduced and 
and other means. 

55 So. 
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5 

1980). 

To prevent vertical and horizontal integration of the 
alcoholic industry and to promote temperance, the 
California legislature prohibited manufacturers and 
wholesalers from owning retailers or making gifts, paying 
rebates, or otherwise buying the favor of retailers and their 
employees. See, e.g., Cal. Bus. & Prof. Code §§ 25500, 
25 503( a)-( e ). Section 25 503( f)-(h ), the provision challenged 
on First Amendment grounds here, was designed to "prevent 
manufacturers and wholesalers from circumventing these 
other tied-house restrictions by claiming that the illegal 
payments they made to retailers were for 'advertising."' 
Actmedia, 830 F.2d at 967. In relevant part, seetion 
25503(f)-(h) forbids manufaeturers and wholesalers of 
alcoholic beverages, including their agents, from providing 
retail establishments with anything of value for the privilege 

their alcoholic products.1 
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s concern could be used 
to conceal illegal payoffs to retailers also "appears to have 
been widely held at the of section 25503(h)'s 
enactment." Id. at 960. Congress, for example, passed a 
similar law barring manufacturers and distributors of 
alcoholic beverages from "paying or crediting the retailer for 

advertising, display, or distribution service." 27 U.S.C. 
§ 205(b )( 4). 

B. Actmedia, Inc. v. Stroh 

Our court addressed section 25503(h)'s constitutionality 
under the First Amendment in Actmedia, Inc. v. Stroh., 
830 F.2d 957 (9th Cir. 1986). Actmedia, a corporation whose 
business consisted of leasing advertising space on 
supermarket shopping carts, challenged section 25503(h) as 

Section 25611.1. 

Bus. 
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set 
Corp. v. Public of 

U.S. (1980). Under that test, courts four 
questions: ( l) whether the speech concerns lawful activity 
and is not misleading; (2) whether the asserted governmental 
interest justifying the regulation is substantial; (3) whether 
the regulation directly advances the governmental interest 
asserted; and ( 4) whether the regulation is not more extensive 
than is necessary to serve that interest. Id. at 566. 

We found "little dispute concerning the first two factors 
of the Central Hudson analysis." Actmedia, 830 F.2d at 965. 
First, the ads "concern[ ed) lawful activity and [were] not ... 
misleading. Thus, they constitute[d] protected commercial 
speech under the [First Amendment]." Id. (quotation marks 
omitted). Second, the State "ha[ d] a 'substantial' interest in 
exercising its twenty-first amendment powers and regulating 
the structure of the alcoholic industry in California: 

activities of manufacturers, and retailers in 
the state; the methods by which alcoholic beverages arc 
marketed; and influences that the consumption levels 
of alcoholic residents." Id. at 
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on 
interest in advertising of alcoholic 

burdens. RDN, 945 F. Supp. 2d at 11 
merits, the district court found that section 25503 is a content
and speaker-based restriction on commercial speech, but held 
that the law is constitutional under Actmedia. Id. at 1125-26. 

The district court acknowledged that, after Act,nedia, the 
Supreme Court stated that heightened judicial scrutiny is 
warranted "whenever the government creates 'a regulation of 
speech because of disagreement with the message it 
conveys.'" Id. at 11 ( quoting Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2664). 
But the district court found that Sorrell was consistent with 
Actmedia's analytical framework for four reasons. First, 
Sorrell "cited to a previous Supreme Court decision applying 
Central Hudson." RDN, 945 F. Supp. 2d at 11 Second, 
Sorrell applied the Central Hudson test rather than 
heightened judicial scrutiny after noting that, "[ a ]s in 

cases, ... the outcome is same a special 
commercial speech inquiry or a form of judicial 
scrutiny is applied." RDN, Supp. at 11 (quoting 

131 S. Ct. at Third, the majority in Sorrell did 
scrutiny. RDN, F. Supp. 2d at 
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a heightened complete speech 
founded on paternalistic motivations," 

irreconcilable 
completely ban speech. 

Accordingly, the district court did not examine section 
under Sorrell's heightened judicial scrutiny or 

reexamine the law under intermediate scrutiny. Rather, it 
found that Actmedia remained controlling and thus granted 
summary judgement in favor of the State. Id. at 1125-26. 

II. 

A. Standing 

Like the district court, we begin by determining whether 
RON has standing. The State's silence about this issue on 
appeal does not excuse us from satisfying ourselves of our 
jurisdiction. See, , Organized Vill. ofKake v. U.S. Dep 't 
of Agric., F.3d 956, 963 (9th Cir. 2015) (en bane). To 
establish Article III standing, a plaintiff bears the burden of 

injury in fact, causation, and redressability. 
KOHMOTT v. U 1 I (1997). 
the district court that RDN's asserted loss of 
revenue resulting from section 25503 meets this burden. 
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bring a 
adheres even where 

v. 

(9th Cir. 2009); see Wine & 
Rhode Island, 418 F.3d 36, 49 (1st 2005) ("A party 
ordinarily has no standing to assert the First Amendment 
rights of third parties."). 

In the commercial-speech context, the Supreme Court has 
held that the "individual parties to the transaction that is 
proposed in the commercial advertisement"-the advertiser 
and the consuming public-have protected First Amendment 
interests in the speech proposing the transaction. Va. State 
Bd. of Pharmacy v. Va. Citizens Consumer Council, Inc., 
425 U.S. 748, 762-63 (1976). The Court has distinguished 
between the proposal of a commercial transaction, "which is 
what defines commercial speech," and the provision of 
services for profit, which is not commercial speech. Bd. of 

of State Univ. Y. v. 492 U.S. 469, 480-81 
(1989). 

While an about an alcoholic beverage 
clearly constitutes commercial speech, see 44 Liquormart, 
517 U.S. at 495 (opinion of Stevens, J.), id. at 
(O'Connor, J., RDN is not a manufacturer or 
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advertisements. 
where RDN could 

criminal penalties for placing advertisements of particular 
content on retail paid alcoholic beverage 
manufacturers, we find that RDN may bring a First 
Amendment challenge to the law proscribing its conduct. 
Cal. Bus. & Prof Code § 25503 (prohibiting an "agent" of a 
manufacturer, wholesaler, or other listed entity from 
providing anything of value to retailers for the privilege of 
advertising); id. § 25504 (listing penalties); cf Dep 't of 
Alcoholic Beverage Control v. Alcoholic Beverage Control 
Appeals Bd., 128 Cal. App. 4th 1195, 1208 (Ct App. 2005), 
as rnodified (May 1 2005) (holding that section 25503(h) 
prohibits "indirect payments by suppliers to retailers" through 
promoters). 

Our conclusion finds support in the principle that "when 
[a] threatened enforcement effort implicates First 
Amendment rights, the [standing] inquiry tilts dramatically 
toward a finding of standing." LSO, ltd. v. Stroh, 205 F .3d 
1146, 1155 (9th Cir. 2000). Indeed, the Supreme Court has 
found that a plaintiff threatened with criminal prosecution for 
violating a law imposing a content-based burden on 
commercial challenge that law under the First 
Amendment, even though the of third 1s more 
directlyat 42IU.S. 81 8 
(l publisher who had 

advertising 
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I 09 ( 1 I), the Court held that a publisher, 
Simon & Schuster, had standing to challenge a law that 
imposed a financial disincentive on one of its authors to write 
a book about a career criminal named Henry Hill. Under a 
contract with Simon & Schuster, Hill was entitled to 
compensation, but New York's "Son of Sam" law required 
that these funds be held in escrow for five years for use in 
satisfying any civil judgments obtained by the victims of 
Hill's crimes. Pursuant to this law, the New York State 
Crime Victims Board ordered Simon & Schuster to tum over 
all money payable to Hill. Id. at l I 5. The Court found that 
Simon & Schuster had standing to challenge the Son of Sam 
law under the First Amendment. The Court reasoned that 
"[ w ]hether the First Amendment 'speaker' is considered to be 
Henry Hill, whose income the statute places in escrow 
because of the story he has told, or Simon & Schuster, which 
can publish books about crime with the assistance of only 
those criminals willing to forgo remuneration for at least 

statute plainly imposes a financial disincentive only 
of a particular content." Id.; see also Pitt v. 

Pappert, F.3d 96, 105-06 (3d Cir. 2004) (Alito, J.) 
(holding that a newspaper had to challenge a law 
that prohibited the from payments 
running alcoholic nP\!PY'AfTP 
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or 
distributors, and 

would display, RDN 
Amendment 

B. First Amendment Protection of Commercial Speech 
After Sorrell 

Turning to the merits, we first summarize how the 
protection given to commercial speech has evolved since 
1986, when we last addressed section 25503 's 
constitutionality under the First Amendment. 

As noted, the Supreme Court defines commercial speech 
as that "which does 'no more than propose a commercial 
transaction."' Va. State Bd. of Pharmacy, 425 U.S. at 762 
(quoting Pittsburgh Press Co. v. Pittsburgh Comm 'n on 
Human Relations, 413 U.S. 376, 385 (1973)). Such speech 
has long been given less protection under the First 
Amendment than other types of speech. United States v. 
United Foods, Inc., 533 U.S. 405, 409 (2001); Valle Del Sol 
Inc. v. Whiting, 709 F .3d 808, 8 I 8 (9th Cir. 2013 ). 
Specifically, restrictions on commercial speech have been 
subject to intermediate scrutiny under the four-part test set 
forth in Hudson, U.S. at The burden is on 
the to show that the elements of the test are 

517 at 504-05 ( opinion 
Hudson, we have 
cor1ter1t-t>asi~ct and 
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use records at 
2659. On its face, the law was content- and speaker-based. 
In fact, it had been enacted with the avowed purpose of 
"diminish[ing] the effectiveness of marketing by 
manufacturers of brand-name drugs." Id. at 2663. While the 
Court found that heightened judicial scrutiny of the law was 
required, the Court did not actually apply heightened scrutiny, 
as it found that the law could not withstand intermediate 
scrutiny under Central Hudson. Id. at 2667-68. 

Consistent with Sorrell's plain language, we rule that 
Sorrell modified the Central Hudson test for laws burdening 
commercial speech. Under Sorrell, courts must first 
determine whether a challenged law burdening non
misleading commercial speech about legal goods or services 
is content- or speaker-based. If so, heightened judicial 
scrutiny is required. Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2664. 

Heightened judicial scrutiny may be applied the 
familiar framework of the four-factor Central Hudson test.3 
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are 
them to a = 0

~
0
"'" 

With respect to 
at 

Hudson factor, the 
a 

drawn to [the government's 
substantial) " Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2667-68. This 
inquiry first permits a district court to test the consistency 
between (a) the specific interests asserted by the government 
during litigation in addressing Central Hudson's second 
prong and (b) the legislative purposes that the court finds 
actually animated a challenged law, as made explicit in the 
statute's text or evidenced by its history or design. See 
Friendly House v. Whiting, 846 F. Supp. 2d 1053, 1060-61 
(D. Ariz. 201 ajf'd sub nom. Valle Del Sol Inc. v. Whiting, 
709 F.3d 808 (9th Cir. 2013). Post hoc rationalizations for a 
restriction on commercial speech may not be used to sustain 
its constitutionality. 

Second, after identifying the governmental interests that 
animate the challenged restnct10n, intermediate 
scrutiny-and, a fortiori, heightened scrutiny-demands a "fit 
between the legislature's ends and the means chosen to 
accomplish those ends." Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at (quoting 

U.S. at 480). This requirement is demanding 
heightened but it is short of a 

P-rnP<H1C Standard" that 
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means but ... a means 
the desired " Id. at 480. 

"As in other contexts, these standards ensure ... that the 
[government's] interests are proportional to the resulting 
burdens placed on speech," Sorrell, 131 S. Ct at 2668, thus 
preventing "the government from too readily sacrific[ing] 
speech for efficiency." McCullen v. Coakley, 134 S. Ct. 

18, 2534 (2014) (alternation in original). These standards 
also check raw paternalism, ensuring "that the law does not 
seek to suppress a disfavored message" or "keep people in the 
dark for what the government perceives to be their own 
good." Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2668, 267 L Indeed, at least 
when the audience of commercial speech consists of adult 
consumers in possession of their faculties, the fact "[t]hat the 
State finds expression too persuasive does not permit it to 
quiet the speech or to burden its messengers." Id. at 2671. 

Our conclusion that Sorrell modified the Central Hudson 
test is consistent with the decisions of other circuit courts 

Sorrell. Our have Sorrell 
requires stricter judicial scrutiny of content-based restrictions 
on non-misleading commercial speech, though may not 

settled on contours this more demanding level of 
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to 
step is to apply appropriate level 
to the Circuit, ''did not define what 

scrutiny' means, .... [t]he upshot is that 
a court determines commercial speech restrictions are 
content- or speaker-based, it should then assess their 
constitutionality under Central Hudson." Id. at 1055. 

The Second Circuit also has interpreted Sorrell to require 
heightened scrutiny of content- or speaker-based restrictions 
on commercial speech, which may be applied using the 
framework of the Central Hudson test. United States v. 
Caronia, 703 F.3d 149, 164 (2d Cir. 2012). The Seventh 
Circuit similarly observed that Sorrell requires "the 
government [to] establish that the challenged statute 'directly 
advances a substantial governmental interest and that the 
measure is drawn to achieve that interest."' Am. Civil 
Liberties Union of Ill. v. Alvarez, 679 F.3d 583, 604 (7th Cir. 
2012) (quoting Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2667-68)). 

The Third Circuit has suggested that Sorrell may require 
strict scrutiny of content-based burdens on commercial 
speech. King v. Governor State , 767 F.3d 216, 
236 (3d Cir. 2014), cert. 
135 S. Ct. 2048 (2015). 
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on 
Minority 

l n.8 (9th Cir. 
704 F.3d 1009-10 (9th Cir. 12) (order); 

Beeman & Pharmacy Inc. v. Anthem Prescription 
Mgmt., LLC, 652 F.3d 1085, 1101 n.17 (9th Cir. 2011), 
vacated, 741 F.3d 29 (9th Cir. 2014) (order).4 

C. Actmedia is No Longer Binding. 

We next consider whether Actmedia remains binding after 
subsequent Supreme Comt commercial speech decisions, 
including Coors Brewing, 44 Liquonnart, and Sorrell. 

As a three-judge panel, we are bound by Actmedia unless 
it is ''clearly irreconcilable" with intervening higher authority. 
1\lfiller v. Gammie, 335 F.3d 889, 893 (9th Cir. 2003) (en 
bane). "This is a high standard." Lair v. Bullock, 697 F.3d 
I 200, 1207 (9th Cir. 2012). "It is not enough for there to be 
some tension between the intervening higher authority and 

f'P,it>nf' " at I "Rather, the 
court oflast resort must undercut the theory or reasoning 
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We do not find that Brewing, 514 U.S. 476 (1995) 
down a prohibiting labels from 

alcohol content), or Liquormart, 517 U.S. 484 (1996) 
(striking down a ban on all advertising of alcoholic beverage 
prices except for price tags), meets this high standard. Coors 
Brewing and 44 Liquormart do not clearly undermine 
Actmedia's reasoning-they also applied intermediate 
scrutiny under the Central Hudson test. Similarly, we held in 
lair v. Bullock that our circuit precedent could not be 
eschewed where a subsequent Supreme Court decision had 
"only clarified and reinforced" the principles on which our 
prior decision relied. 697 F.3d at 1207. While Coors 
Brewing and 44 liquormart suggest that complete bans on 
particular commercial speech require a higher level of 
scrutiny, section 25503 is not a complete ban on 
advertisements of alcoholic beverages in retail stores. 

We find, however, that Sorrell and Actmedia are clearly 
irreconcilable. As explained above, Sorrell modified the 
Central Hudson analysis by requiring heightened judicial 
scrutiny of content-based restrictions on non-misleading 

of legal goods or The parties do not 
dispute that is a content- and 

on commercial 
now subject to 
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Our conclusion that Sorrell undercut the theory and 
reasoning underlying Actmedia in a way that makes the cases 
clearly irreconcilable is strengthened by Actmedia' s treatment 
of paternalistic policy. Actmedia held that California could, 
consistent with the First Amendment, promote temperance 
"directly ... by reducing the amount of point-of-purchase 
advertising" of alcoholic beverages. Actmedia, 830 F.2d at 
967 .5 However, the Supreme Court has since made clear that 
the First Amendment does not allow the government to 
silence truthful speech simply for fear that adults who hear it 
would be too persuaded. Even in the context of commercial 
speech, "the fear that people would make bad decisions if 
given truthful inforn1ation cannot justify content-based 
burdens on speech." Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2670-71; see also 
44 Liquormart, 517 U.S. at 503 (opinion of Stevens, J.) ("The 

Amendment us to especially skeptical of 
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We is no binding in light 
of the Supreme Court's opinion in Sorrell. Foil owing Sorrell, 
section must judicial 
scrutiny to stand. 

D. \Ve Remand for the District Court to Apply 
Heightened Judicial Scrutiny. 

While we conclude thatActmedia is clearly irreconcilable 
with Sorrell, we remand for the district court to apply 
heightened judicial scrutiny in the first instance. A remand 
is appropriate in this case for several reasons. First, RON did 
not move for summary judgment in the district court and 
agreed at oral argument that a remand for the district court to 
develop the factual record and apply heightened judicial 
scrutiny would be appropriate. The State also expressed a 
desire to develop the factual record should we find that 
Actmedia is no longer controlling. Second, the record before 
us is thin, as this appeal is from a motion for summary 
judgment rather than, as in Actmedia, from judgment after a 
trial. Third, the State should not be faulted for on 
Actmedia, which has been law since 1986, rather than 
investing more resources in rallying to section 25503(f)-(h)'s 
uerense. Confronted with similar circumstances, the Supreme 
Court approved of the Second Circuit's decision to remand 

the district court to apply the third and fourth 
first U at 
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instance. 

On remand, there are several considerations that should 
be addressed in applying heightened judicial scrutiny. As an 
initial matter, we observe that the State's goal of suppressing 
a particular commercial structure, rather than a particular 
commercial message, remains valid. See Granholm v. Heald, 
544 U.S. 460, 466 (2005) (maintaining a "three-tier 
distribution system" is a legitimate governmental interest); 
Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp, 467 U.S. 691, 715 (1984) 
(noting that ''exercising control over ... how to structure the 
liquor distribution system" is a legitimate exercise of a State's 
Twenty-first Amendment powers). The broad goal of 
"temperance" also remains "a valid and impmtant interest of 
the State under the Twenty-first Amendment." Costco 
Wholesale Corp. v. lvfaleng, F.3d 874, 902 (9th Cir. 
2008). However, "state laws that violate other provisions of 
the Constitution [including the First Amendment] are not 
saved by the Twenty-first Amendment." Granholrn, 544 U.S. 
at 486. Moreover, to the extent that the legislature intended 
to promote temperance reducing the amount of point-of
purchase advertising, as Actmedia assumed, the court's 
skepticism whether section 25503(f)-(h)'s burden 

directly and is fit to achieve a 
should This 
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the Government's 
Co., 514 U.S. at 

.~<H10Ll\.U by mere speculation or 
Rather, to survive scrutiny "a restriction on 

commercial speech must demonstrate that the harms it recites 
are real and that its restriction will in fact alleviate them to a 
material degree." Id. On remand, the district court should 
consider whether the State has shown that there is a real 
danger that paid advertising of alcoholic beverages would 
lead to vertical or horizontal integration under circumstances 
existing in the alcoholic beverage market today. While we 
"hesitate to disagree with the accumulated, common-sense 
judgments of [the] lawmakers" who enacted section 
25503(f)-(h), see lvfetromedia, 453 U.S. at 509, we cannot 
say on the record before us that the State's Prohibition-era 
concern about advertising payments leading to vertical and 
horizontal integration, and thus leading to other social ills, 
remains an actual problem in need of solving. Additionally, 
the district court should consider whether the State's concern 
about paid advertising leading to horizontal and vertical 
integration is real in the circumstances of this case. Here, 

to are made by a third party, 
not directly by a manufacturer or wholesaler alcoholic 

There may be additional reasons to doubt the 
concern about advertising payments actually leading 

to vertical or horizontal m 
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and materially its aim, while 
provisions of the same Act directly undermine and counteract 

Additionally, the us not 
demonstrate that a prohibition on paid point-of-sale 
advertising materially advances the goal of temperance.6 

Indeed, a study discussed in Actlnedia that the effect 
of paid advertising is only to persuade customers to purchase 
a particular brand, not to purchase and consume more 
alcohol. See Actmedia, 830 F.2d at 961-62. 

With respect to the fourth Central Hudson factor, 
heightened judicial scrutiny demands a "fit between the 
legislature's ends and the means chosen to accomplish those 
ends." Sorrell, 131 S. Ct. at 2668. We cannot say on the 
record now before us that section 25503(f)-(h) is narrowly 
tailored to serve the State's interest in preventing advertising 
payments from undermining its triple-tiered distribution and 
licensing scheme. For example, the State's interest might be 
achieved by policing advertising agreements made between 
retailers, manufacturers, wholesalers, and intermediaries like 
RDN, rather than banning paid advertisements of alcoholic 

in retail stores. The State's additional goal of 
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are sold, or than by 
commercial speech of particular content by 

On the district court should 
State has the fit 

between section 25503(£)-{h) and the State's goals. 

While we decline to decide these issues on the thin record 
before us, the State must meet its burden on remand. 

III. 

Twenty-nine years ago, in Actmedia, Inc. v. Stroh, 
830 F.2d 957 (9th Cir. 1986), we held that California 
Business and Professions Code section 25503(h) was 
consistent with the First Amendment. Today we hold that 
Actmedia is no longer binding in light of Sorrell v. IMS 
Health, Inc., 131 S. Ct. 2653 (2011). As a content-based 
restriction on non-misleading commercial speech regarding 
a lawful good or service, section 25503(f)-(h) now must 
survive heightened judicial scrutiny. We remand on an open 
record for the district court to apply heightened judicial 
scrutiny in first instance. 

REVERSED and REMANDED. 
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